
論文内容の要旨

In order to study the -nucleus potential, we carried out an experiment at the K6 beam line of theΣ

12-GeV proton synchrotron in High Energy Accelerator Research Organization KEK using the( )

superconducting kaon spectrometer SKS system. In the present experiment, for the first time we( )

measured inclusive , spectra on CH , Si, Ni, In and Bi targets with reasonable statistics(π )－ ＋K 2

covering a wider excitation energy region. We extracted the information on the -nucleus opticalΣ

potential from the analysis of the spectral shape. The CH target was used to calibrate the excitation2

energy scale horizontal axis from the elementary process, , . The C spectrum was also( ) (π )Σp K－ ＋ －

able to be extracted from the CH target. The SKS, which has a wider momentum acceptance and2

good energy resolution was helpful to obtain a good statistics data keeping a good energy resolution.

The calibration of the energy scale was done successfully with a precision of 0.1 MeV. The angular±

distribution of the elementary cross section was found to be consistent with the previous bubble

chamber data. All the inclusive spectra were found to be very identical in shape from the bindingΣ－

energy threshold to around 90 MeV excited regions. The mass number dependence of the cross section

was obtained from the ratio of the cross section. Compared to the eikonal approximation, present

experimental data showed a rather weak mass number dependence. A Monte Carlo simulation was

done for the quasi-free Si spectrum where no final state interaction of to the residual nucleus wasΣ－

considered. The simulated spectrum could not reproduce the observed spectral shape. The strength of

the observed spectrum was found to be much suppressed, particularly, near the binding energy

threshold. We compared the observed Si spectral shape to the theoretical spectra calculated by using

two types of phenomenological potential in the framework of DWIA. One is based on the one boson

( ) Σexchange potential OBEP describing the two-body interaction, which represents an attractiveY N

-nucleus potential, and the other one is obtained from the -atomic X-ray data, which represents aΣ－

repulsive -nucleus potential. None of the potential could reproduce the observed spectral shape. InΣ

particular, the peak position of the observed spectrum was found to be much shifted towards the higher

excitation energy from both of the calculated spectra. Energy dependence of the elementary cross

section was found to be very sensitive to the spectral shape. Taking into account this effect, another

DWIA calculation was done for Si. The spectral shape was found to be significantly changed from that

of the previous calculation by using the same -nucleus potential in both calculation, but stillΣ

different from the observed one. Then a detail analysis was done to reproduce the observed spectral

shape using Woods-Saxon type potentials. A strong repulsive potential of which depth of the real part

90 MeV with a moderately absorptive imaginary part was favorable in reproducing( ) ＞ ( )Ｖ ＷΣ Σ

the observed spectral shape.




